Cross sections for the reactions of muonium (anti--muonium) production in high energy electron(positron) scattering by nuclei e(e) + Z Z + M°(M°) + ,(() are calculated in dependence on an energy and polarization of an initial elec-tronQositron) and a final pQi)--nieson polarization. Due to coherent phenomenon the cross sections are proportional to Z2. For Z 100 due to the factor Z2 the cross sections are large enough to be measured at energies available at HERA Collider in DESY. The results are discussed in connection with a test of CPT invariance.
INTRODUCTION
Standard Model [1] represents the Lagrangian approach [2] to the description of strong, electromagnetic and weak interaction of elementary particles, based on the assumptions oflocality and Lorentz invariance. Due to the Lflders--Pauli theorem (or the CPT theorem) [3] locality and Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian of a quantum system lead to the invariance of a quantum system under CPT transformation which contains . charge conjugation (C), replacement of all particles by their anti-particles, . parity transformation (P), a reflection of spatial coordinates (t, x ) (t, -x ),and . time reversal (T), a reflection of time (t, x ) (t, x).
A simplest consequence of the CPT theorem is the equality of masses and lifetimes of particles and their anti--particles. At present these are the most well verified experimentally requirements of the CPT theorem [4] . Nevertheless, theoretical and experimental test for CPT invariance is still a well motivated problem of Elementary Particle and Nuclear Physics [5] . This is related to the development of modern quantum field theories of strings and superstrings [6] , which are more fundamental than the Standard Model and include it in the low--energy limit. Since string theories deal with extended non--local objects, the LUders--Pauli theorem is not valid for these theories. A direct consequence of this can be a violation of CPT invariance for high energy reactions of elementary particles and nuclei.
The problem of a test of CPT and Lorentz invariance has been recently discussed by Kostelecky with co-workers [7] . They suggested to check CPT and Lorentz invariance analysing a microwave spectroscopy of muonium M° [8, 9] . Muonium M° is a leptonic hydrogenlike bound state of a positively charged muon and electron e. It was discovered in 1960 through the observation of its characteristic Larmor precession in a magnetic field [9] . The mean lifetime of muonium approximately equal to the lifetime of a positively charged muon 'r _ 2. l97x l06 ç [3] . Due to absence of strong interactions muonium is an ideal system . for determining ofthe properties of muons, . for testing of quantum electrodynamics [10] , and S for searching for effects ofunknown interactions in the electron--muon bound state [1 1]. Anti-muonium M° is a leptonic analog of anti-hydrogen. It is a bound state of a negatively charged muon i and positron e. A hydrogenlike structure of muoniun1 allows to use atomic notations for the classification of its quantum states. For example, 2S + 1L corresponds to the quantum state of muonium (or anti--muonium) with a total angular momentum (or a total spin) J, an angular momentum L and a spin S.
The use of muoniums M° and anti-muoniums M° as a laboratory for a test of CPT invariance has been recently suggested by Choban and Kazakov [1 2] . { Anti-muoniumM° is a bound state of a negatively charged muon i and a positron et It is a leptonic analogy of the anti-hydrogen} . In their approach muoniums and anti-muoniums are produced with a total angular momentum J = 0 in the reactions e + Z Z + A + jC and e + Z Z + M° + of high energy scattering of electrons and positrons by nuclei with a number ofprotons Z. According to atomic classification muonium (or anti--muonium) with a total angular momentum J = 0 can be in two bound states: (i) a ground Is state 15 with L -S = 0 and (ii) an excited 2p state 3P0 with L = S = 1 . Due to principle of superposition muonium and anti-muonium should be produced in the reactions e + Z z + J\/jO + and e + Z Z + A1 + j.t4 in both states 15 and 3P1 . The interference of these states should lead to time-oscillations of a probability of muoniuin (anti--muonium) detected at a moment t. A comparison of time--oscillations of probabilities of the detected muonium and anti--muonium should testify whether CPT invariance conserved or not. This is Choban--Kazakov's idea of a test of CPT invariance in the high-energy reactions e + Z Z + Ivf + ji and e + Z Z+ + In terms of formulas it can be represented as follows.
Let the wave function of muonium produced in the reaction e + Z Z + + C be defined by 'MO (t, ) = 1-4-• e1k7Et . M0 (t) , (1.1) where E and k are an energy and 3 -momentum of muonium, mM° is a mass of muonium. Note, that the energy E does not contain the contributions ofthe binding energies E1 and E2 ofthe bound is and 2p states. The wave function 'PM°(t) can be described by
.tJ, (1.2) Coefficients Ci and C2 describe the contributions of the is and 2p states, respectively, and normalized by ICi + C21,2 =1.
Introducing a parameter = IC2I2/ICi. + C22 = C2l2, related to a fraction of the excited 2p state in the wave function of muonium M(t,X ) [12] , the probability to find muonium at the moment t can be given by
where Q = m(E2 -E1,)12E 5. 103 x 106 (m/E) MeV [7] . {The account for a constant relative phase 2p ofcoefficients C and C2 changes the probability as follows
It is seen that the probability P1°(t) is an oscillating function. The period of oscillations TM° is determined by
In order to get TM0 in seconds we have to multiply the r.h.s. of T by 6.582x 1022 MeVs [7] . This yields TM° 8. 106x 10 16 (Elm) s. The period of oscillations TM° should be compared with the lifetime of muonium in the laboratory frame tM0
which is related to the mean lifetime 'CM° by the relativistic relation tMo mM0 (1.5) Taking into account that 'CM° 2. 1 97 x lO s we are able to estimate the number of oscillations vM°:
VMo------]O21.
(1.6)
The analogous expression can be written down for the probability PM°(t) to detect anti-muonium at moment t with parameters and Q. The result reads Nowadays the HERA Collider at DESY operates 27.5 GeV electron and positron beams with luminosities Le (15 17)x iO° cm2 s1 (15 -17) pb1 (Hi -ZEUS) and Le (65 68) x iO° cm2 s1 = (65 -68) pb (Hi -ZEUS), respectively [1 3] . For these luminosities the number of events detected during one year for the production of muonium and antimuonium are equal to N 0.5 YM and It is well-known that a more detailed information about nuclear reactions can be obtained investigating polarizations of coupled particles. Therefore, in this paper we focus on the calculation of the cross sections for the high--energy reactions e + z z + i\d + and e + Z Z + M°+ ji in dependence on polarizations of initial electron and positron and final muons ji and ji. Following [14] we denote these reactions as e +Z Z + M°+ t and e + Z Z +M°+ j.t . We suppose that a dependence of polarizations of final muons relative to polarizations of initial electrons and positrons should provide a necessary distinct signal confirming the production exactly muoniurn and anti--muonium in the reactions e + Z Z +X°+ ji and e + ZZ+ + The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we calculate the energy spectrum of the final muon and the cross section for the reaction e + Z Z + M°+ t . Since the cross sections are needed for the prediction of the number of events N, they can be calculated assuming CPT invariance. Therefore, the cross section for the reaction e +Z Z +M°+ ji amounts to the cross section for the reaction e + ZZ + j\4 + j, i.e. M °(e Z) = çy0( e Z). In Conclusion we discuss the obtained results.
CROSS SECTIONS FOR REACTIONS E +Z Z + M°+ t AND E + Z Z + M°+ t
Feynman diagrams describing the amplitude of the reaction e +Z Z +M°+ ji are depicted in Fig. 1 . The amplitude of the reaction e + Z Z + jW + ji -hasbeen calculated in Ref [12] and reads e. where u(p1,o) and u(p 'i, 'i) are bispinorial wave functions of an initial electron and final muon j.C, 'F1,(O) = 1/n a03 is the wave function ofthe muonium in the ground state, a0 = 1/meci. is the Bohr radius, a = e2/4'it = 1/137.036 is the fine structure constant.
We would like to emphasize that the leptonic current L, is calculated in the ultra--relativistic limit, when masses of ieptons are set zero. According to [12] this corresponds to the kinematical region, where the squared invariant mass of the pair M0 w2 = (p '1 + k)2, is much greater than the squared mass of a j.C-meson m2, i.e. o2 > m2. In this kinematical region muoniurn with a total spin J = 0behaves like a massless neutral scalar point-like particle.
The cross section for the reaction e + Z Z + + j.tis defined by The polarization matrices (pi -ysw1) and (p ' -y5w ') are obtained in the zero-mass limit from the standard polarization matnces (Pi + me)(1 y5a) and (p 'i + m)(1 -y5b) [14] , where a and b, 4--vectors ofpolarization ofthe initial electron and the final muon, are defined by a =( + •(q.p1) }.6 (p2+p1+k-p2-p1)..
.___ j E1 E2
The integration over the phase volume ofthe final state ZMt we suggest to carry out in the non--relativistic limit of motion of a final nucleus [15] . In this approximation the 4-momentum of the final nucleus is equal to p 2p (hllZ + q 2/2mz,-q ) = (rnz + T2, -q ), then the transferred 4-momentum qp ( T2, q ) and q2 = Inthe non--relativistic limit of motion of a final nucleus the cross section (2. 10) reduces to the form
where we have taken into account that F1z(0)=Z and that the main contribution comes from transferred momenta 2coinmensurable with zero. The former corresponds to the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [16--21] . For simplification of the calculation of the phase volume we neglect the contribution of a kinetic energy of a final nucleus, which is small coInpared with typical transferred energies of coupled leptons. Integrating over k, a 3--momentum of muonium, we get a7 m 1 rEiiPrP The integral over 2. is divergent. However, it can be regularized by following the theory of generalized functions [22] . The result reads in -, .ln 1,
•dsinG•dG.
]-2•x•cosG +x2 -(]-x)
Now it is convenient to introduce a new variable t 1 -2xcos1 ' + x2, which varies in the limits 1-x t 1+x. In terms of t the energy spectrum reads lda(E1) =2•Z2 •a7 .. 12 
t-(1-x))
It is seen that the integral over t is concentrated in the vicinity of the lower limit. The singularity ofthe integrand in the vicinity of the lower limit can be easily regularized by making a change of the lower limit 1 -x 1 -x +A/E1, where A is a cutoff restricting energies of a final j1--meson from below. According to the kinematical region o2 >> m2 [12] the cut-offA can be chosen of order ofA '-j 1 GeV. Assuming that electrons are longitudinally polarized electrons, cos e1 = 1, one can see that for the fixed electron energy the cross section acquires the maximal value only for longitudinally polarized muons cos e1 1. This agrees with the production of muonium with a total spin J 0. Thus, we argue that the appearance of longitudinally polarized muons in the final state of the reaction e -+ Z Z + X + should testify the production of muoniumX M°. In our calculation the cross section for the reaction e + Z Z + + C has turned out to be dependent on a cut-off A 1 GeV. In this connection we would like
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 5127 13 to remind that the problem of the appearance of a cut-off in cross sections for some reactions calculated within the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation has been pointed out by Bertulani and Baur [18] . Now let us discuss the energy dependence ofthe cross section (2.26). It is well--known that for the ee pair production in heavy-ion collisions [1 8-20] and pp collisions [2 1] the cross section for a capture of a final electron in an atomic K-shell orbit is proportional to n(ycoii), where Ycoll S the Lorentz factor of colliding particles in the center of mass frame. This factor is related to the corresponding Lorentz factor of the projectile (for a fixed target machine) by y1 2y0ii2 1 [18, 20] , where y, E1 . In turn, the cross section for the production of a point-like neutral scalar particle in high-energy heavy-ion collisions in the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation is proportional to n3(7c011) [18, 29] . For very high energies, when masses of coupled leptons can be neglected, muonium with a total spin J =0 can be treated as a point-like massless scalar neutral particle. Such a property of muonium is caused by an addition pole-singularity appearing at (qk)2 q2 -2k q Q for k = m2 = 0 (see Eq. (2. 1) ). This makes the part ofthe diagram in Fig. 1 , responsible for creation ofmuonium, equivalent to an amplitude of a process y + y jO where 7's are virtual photons. That is why the obtained cross section for the reaction e + Z Z + Ad + c has turned out to be proportional to n3(ycoij).
CONCLUSION
We have calculated the cross sections for the reactions e + Z Z + A1° + ji and e + Z Z + A1° + ji of the production of muonium M° and anti--muonium M with polarized C and mesons by polarized electrons and positrons coupled at high energies to the nucleus Z. The cross sections are calculated in dependence on (i) an energy E1 of initial electron and positron in the laboratory frame, coinciding with the rest frame of a target nucleus Z, and (ii) polarizations of initial electron and positron and final muons in the kinematical region w2 ' + k)2 >> m2 making the massless limit of coupled leptons as a well--defined approximation. For the numerical estimate of the cross sections at the energies available for the HERA Collider at DESY [13] , i.e E = 27.5 GeV, we suggest to use Radon, 86222Rn, as a target nucleus, since Radon has a spin 1/2. The the cross sections for longitudinally polarized electrons and positrons scattering by 86222Rn are equal to o(e Rn) lOOJb . Using these theoretical values of the cross sections for the reactions e + Z Z + M° + ji and e + Z Z + Ad+ one can make the following predictions for the number of favourable events: N 50 and NM° -200. Hence, the increase of luminosities of electron and positron beams should make the experiment for a test of CPT invariance, suggested by Choban and Kazakov in Ref [12] , feasible at DESY. As a distinct signal for the production ofmuonium M° and anti--muonium M° with a total spin J = 0 in the reactions e + Z Z + X + t and e + Z Z + X + t with longitudinally polarized electrons and positrons we argue the appearance of longitudinally polarized muons in the final state. This should testify that X Ad andX M° with a total spinJ = 0.
